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IAFIE is the leading international organization for intelligence

education, established in 2004 in Pennsylvania. Its mission is to

advance research, knowledge and professional development in

intelligence education. The chapter for Europe is founded as a

result of the clear need among intelligence educators in Europe

to promote intelligence studies that take the specifics of

European intelligence requirements, principles and methods into

account. The chapter is open for all those in Europe who wish to

further the goals IAFIE has set for itself and its members, both

from academia and education.

INTELLIGENCE STUDIES IN A TIME OF EUROPEAN

CRISIS: CALL FOR PAPERS

During the joint conference of IAFIE and IAFIE

Europe, Larry Valero, President of IAFIE,

congratulating Herman for the award.

Chair Welcome

This conference will mark

IAFIE Europe’s second

annual gathering outside

the Western Hemisphere,

where participants from

Join the 2nd

Annual IAFIE 

EUROPE 

Conference, 

Athens, Greece, 

22-24 June 2017.

Registration Fee: 150Euro.

IAFIE Europe Breda Conference Highlights:

works will depend on the members, who can use this platform to

exchange ideas, elaborate on courses they have given, review

books that are relevant to our field of study and announce

conferences, workshops and other meetings that are worth

attending. Please, send your ideas to the editors of the

Newletter : Mohamed Gaballa and John Nomikos through

iafie.europe@gmail.com

IAFIE Europe Chair Bob de Graaff

IAFIE’s European Chapter

now has its own newsletter.

Besides our conferences

this is our main channel of

communication. How well it

Mission Statement of the IAFIE – Europe

Michael Herman

IAFIE Lifetime

Achievement

Award

• Intelligence Studies in the former Eastern Bloc

• Intelligence education in Europe

• Intelligence reform in Europe

• Security challenges in Europe

• Immigration and intelligence

• Counter-Terrorism and intelligence

• Toward a European model of intelligence studies?

• Intelligence and Current State of Intelligence

Discipline

• Trends in Intelligence Education

• Intelligence cooperation in Europe

• Authors' Roundtable

Deadline for Paper Submission: 28 February 2017.

Please, send paper abstract to: John M. Nomikos

(Event Chair) at: rieasinfo@gmail.com

the five Continents will build on the success of our first

European meeting in Breda, Holland, last year. We will

mark the continuing growth of the intelligence studies

academic field in Europe and will ask ourselves a

number of central questions. Such as, what is the role

of intelligence studies at a time of crisis in Europe.

Panels of the Two-day conference examines:

The Netherlands Military Academy, which is

situated at the Castle of Breda, hosted the

24-workshops conference. Globalytica

offered a pre-conference Globalytica-IAFIE

Certificates Workshops.
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